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Mamie, a Labrador Retriever, has been awaiting the arrival of her nine puppies for sixty-three days.
After welcoming her lovable bundles of fur one by one, she takes a nap while the little ones enjoy
dinner.



 

One look at this sweet face, and there is no question why the Labrador Retriever—an obvious
overachiever in being adorable—is the world’s most popular dog. Kramer doesn’t know it yet, but he
and his eight siblings are going to grow up to bring joy, slobbery kisses and even some much-needed

help to the people in their lives.



 

Teddy came into the world with his paws held high and a lot to say about his arrival. Even though he’s
a natural at being cute, Teddy has a lot to learn about his future profession as a Guide Dog for the
Blind.



 

There is nothing sweeter than a pile of sleeping Labrador puppies.



 

Labrador Retrievers are hunting dogs that love nothing more than to romp in the open air. This is
especially true of puppies like Kramer, who is just discovering what the outdoors offers in edible toys.



 

In the future, Teddy will have a life of responsibilities and a friend to look after, but for now, every
day is a carefree play day.



 

Kramer, Teddy and their siblings will be grown soon, and they’re eager to be accepted into the
program at Guide Dogs for the Blind. Even grown up, there is no denying that they are just too cute.



 

Now that Kramer and Teddy are older, they have to learn to eat adult food. Rice cereal is even
yummier when you share it with a sibling.



 

The Rhodesian Ridgeback is a breed known for hunting and running, but for now Peanut snoozes with
her beloved puppies. Gemma and Clover don’t yet know that they are going to be strong and muscular
working dogs. Their only work now is to mesmerize everyone with their petite paws and crinkly noses.



 

Havanese, with their gorgeous hair and lofty airs, were once lap-dogs for Cuban aristocrats. Lulu is as
pretty as a princess, and her five puppies are charming enough to entertain royalty.



 

Lulu’s five puppies are adorably adorned with black-and-white spots, just like Mom. But huddled in
the middle of the puppy pile is Misty, a rare pure-white Havanese. She is sure to be a royal jewel.



 

Just as royalty should, the Havanese puppies are enjoying their early days of leisure and lounging.
After all, who would disturb anyone with such a delightful, furry face?



 

Portuguese Water Dogs are strong swimmers with waterproof coats. Domino, with fancy white
gloves on his webbed feet, should be a natural at the dog paddle. From the looks of things, however,
it’s not exactly love at first swim. All the same, he’s still a splash as a bathing beauty.



 

Ruby, a Shih Tzu with cover-girl locks and a supermodel smile, is a natural scene stealer wherever
she makes an appearance. She isn’t doing a lot of entertaining these days though; she’s busy being a
mother to her three darling girls.



 

Over 2,000 years ago, Tibetan monks bred this popular lap-dog to resemble lions. Sisters Kyra, Lola
and Ruby Jr. don’t quite look ready to roar, but they’re definitely queens of cute!



 

Ruby Jr. is a natural blonde, just like her mother, and soon her short hairdo will grow into the long
locks that make their breed famous. Still, she looks super sweet in her new puppy-do!



 

The girls are growing! With Mom and Dad outside playing, the puppies are on a mission to discover
the world. First item on the list: find a snack!



 

Staying beautiful takes a lot of work. A Shih Tzu’s coat must be constantly maintained, but it’s worth
all the fluffing and primping to be this darling.



 

Now seven weeks old, Kyra, Lola and Ruby Jr. are looking perfectly precious and ready to meet new
friends. In fact, Kyra is already saying, “Hello”!



 

Jack Russell Terriers were bred in the early nineteenth century to be fox hunters. Apple, Buttons and
Cocoa are too busy posing to chase after foxes. But they could catch the love of just about anyone with
their adorable mugs.



 

“Labradoodles” are a cross between the Labrador Retriever and the Standard Poodle. Both breeds are
super swimmers, but these pretty puppies are just super snoozers. Rocky and Stanley are fun-loving
pups that are going to be full of energy when they grow up…and wake up!
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